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My Head-Bobby Chen

My head is like a bowl of information. It's smart,
useful and insensitive. I like my head because it is
a multi-powered machine and stores all the
information I need. It's quite usual and typical for
me and I adore it. Scars on my face makes me
look like a hero of some ferocious battle: a brown
streak and a red slash. Some freckles painted
across my face resembles a person who regards
sport a necessity. A pinkish tinge to the cheeks
makes me look chubbier and cuter than usual.
My plump lips makes me have the appearance of
an epicure with strict rules of three meals a day.
A multi-powered machine my head is, for I have
ears allowing me to hear, nose allowing me to
smell, eyes allowing me to see tongue allowing me
to taste and skin allowing me to touch.



MY Brain - By Jack

I love my Brain, it’s what 
makes me unique and one of a 
kind. It’s where my thoughts 
and feelings live. My brain sends 
messages to my body so I can 
walk, jump, run, feel pain, play, 
talk to my friends and learn. It 
makes my dreams but also my 
nightmares. I love my brain 
because it gives me the joy of 
life.



My Hair – Elanor Chang

I like my hair because it keeps my neck warm in 
the winter.

It's as black as coal but in the sunlight it's brown.

I tie it up when I'm doing sports but when I'm not, 
I let it down.

It's quite straight although sometimes it can be 
very tangled within.

I also like it because it's not too thick, nor is it too 
thin.

My hair can be a wild jungle or as tame as a 
mouse.

But it seems always to be tame after a night at 
other people's house.



My Hair- Poppy Page

When I walk on the street,

Walking carefully to the beat,

Bald people`s heads are cold,

But they see me walking when I`m young, when I’m old!

When i`m young, when I`m old!

The best part of me is my hair,

Oh my hair that is so fair,

I hereby declare,

I love my hair!

I love my hair!

the best part of me is by far my hair,

Oh my hair that is so fair,

I hereby declare,

I love my hair!

I love my hair!

In the morning,

After I finish yawning,

I go to the bathroom to brush my hair,

Or else I shall be left in despair,

I must brush my hair!

I must brush my hair!

I can do my hair in a plait,

It could straight or flat,

And if it`s not,

It will look like a knot,

Which people will say is funny,

I will look like a bunny!

I will look like a bunny!



My ears - Ruby Fraser

MY EARS
My ears can hear the lovely sounds.

The sounds that make me happy.
My ears can hear the scary sounds.
Like the thunder and lightning the 
sounds that make me frightened

My ears make me happy because I 
can hear my family’s voices.

I can hear patch when he comes near 
me, but I can also see him.

My ears



My Back - Anita

My back is my best friend.

It supports me when I do tricks, like bending over 
into a bridge or standing tall and doing a scorpion.

It's like my personal assistant because it's with me 
early in the morning when I do yoga and it keeps 
me in an upright position when I'm at my desk.

The spinal cord in my back sends' messages to my 
brain.

I love my back.



My Hands – Indigo 
Meade

• The best part of me is my hands because they help 
me to write important documents, they help me to 
cook delicious foods and most importantly they help 
me to clap at things that people tried really hard at. 
I love my hands and I use them in every day to day 
life if I didn’t ’t have hands I wouldn’t be able to 
garden or to hug someone that I love. I am glad 
that I have hands and I would never trade them for 
anything. I can lift light things and pull heavy 
objects. I keep my hands nice and clean by washing 
them every time I go to the bathroom or touch 
something grubby like money. I think that if we all 
wash our hands we will thank them a lot for all the 
hard work they go through each and every day.



Hands-
Long Nguyen
• Hands hands, I love my hands. 

You have gone with me from the 

very start. I use you every day 

and now It's Thursday writing a 

piece like any other weekday. I 

am most proud of you for the art 

you have created. Each day 

around eight you lie down on a 

piece of paper, weaving your 

body while gripping on a pencil 

accomplishing something 

new or continue to finish on 

one. You always surprise me on 

how much you can do.

• Hands hands.



My Eyes- Hannah Sertori
My eyes are crystal blue like the sea, I like my 
eyes because I can see they are bright and fun.

I can see details and look around at the world go 
by, I like to look at things that are pretty 
and colourful.

I've always suited my eyes, when I was born, they 
were bright blue and sparkly.

I can read my favourite books and watch 
my favourite shows.

My eyes twinkle in the light, and sparkle all day, I 
have hazel, light blue and navy 
blue coloured eyes.

My eyes are like delicate pearls and 
glamorous coral, when I wear blue my eyes stand 
out.

I love my eyes because of everything I can see, 
I don't know what I would do without them.



Marcus
My mouth

• My mouth is the best part of me 
because it can express my feelings 
with and without words. My mouth 
also smiles so much my cheeks hurt. 
Some people say when someone 
smile at them it makes their day, so I 
try to smile as much as possible.

• The best thing about my mouth is 
that it eats lots of delicious food, 
sometimes I could eat a horse.

• My mouth is also good for telling 
jokes and making people laugh. The 
best thing I can do with my mouth is 
making a dripping noise it's so cool. 
Overall I love my big and smiley 
mouth!



Feet – Tianzhe

I like my feet because they can walk slow and far, jump high, 
and run fast. They have toes from big to small and socks with 
colors. 

I need to look after my feet. I wash them to keep them clean. 
I cut nails and put on socks to protect them and keep them 
warm.

I explore places with my feet. I walk in the town street. I walk 
in different parks. I climb the mountain with stairs. My feet 
can pedal bike and that make I go faster and further.



My hands - Harper

• My Hand

My hands are as strong as steel and my 
fingers are as long and as thin as an eel

I need my hands to write

I need them to hold a kite

I use them 24/7

I use them because I am 11

I can click I can pick up chorizo with a tooth 
pick

All with my hands

I love my hands



Maeve- My hands

The best part of me is my soft 
gentle hands. They are usually 
cold as ice but I love them all the 
same. They are useful in many 
different ways; Writing, picking 
things up and turning the pages of 
my favourite book. My hands give 
me the sense of touch. I don’t know 
what I would do without them, so I 
am so grateful.



Aston-My Hands

• My hands soft and cold. When I 
am tired, I rest my head on my 
hands. My left-hand has short 
nails yet my right has long ones. 
They flip the pages of my book 
and they type what I am typing 
right now. They play the strings of 
my guitar and the music rings in 
my ears. They pick up the food 
that I eat. Oh what could I do 
without my hands.



NOAH- MY LEGS 

• I love my legs because they take me 
places, they run like the wind they play 
sports, they keep me cozy at night. My 
legs are tanned and strong they are long 
like a giraffe. My legs are powerful they 
are very useful in sport. If I didn’t have my 
legs, I wouldn’t be able to do much like 
play basketball, footy, run around and play 
with my friends, tennis and all around 
have fun. I am very grateful for my legs I 
MY LEGS.



Sienna: My Feet

My best part of me are my feet because 
they are smooth, silky and youthful. 
They allow me to run, walk, jump, play 
sports and dance. I love it when I am at 
the beach at, I drag my feet through the 
hot scratchy sand then cooling them off in 
the cold lapping ocean. My feet are special 
and hardworking as they carry me 
everywhere. I like to protect my feet by 
wearing shoes, so I don’t damage my 
precious feet. My feet are comfy, and it 
feels like they are cushions. I don’t know 
what I would do without my feet 
because they are the best part of me.



Raymond My Hands

The best part of me is my hands because they are very useful. My 
hands can carry things to places, my hands can make me hold my 
chopsticks to eat my food and a lot of other things my hands are useful 
for. I like my hands because they can write words, hold a book and 
throw things. My hands very clumsy. If my mind is distracted when I am 
holding something them, I probably will drop it. My hands are not very 
steady.



Georgios- My Hands
• The best part of me is my nice useful 
hands. My hands are good because they are 
strong, and they help me carry things 
around. I honestly don't know what I would 
do without them. They are sooooooo useful! I 
literally do everything with them.

• I use them to write things.

• I use them to hold things.

• I use them to throw things.

• I use them to punch.

• I use them to fist bump or high five.



Rhys- my legs

I love my legs. They carry me all day long 
even when they are sore. They run me away 
when I am scared. They even take me 
toward the ball as fast as they can then help 
me kick it straight through the goals. I use 
them to jump so I feel like I'm flying, and I 
use them sit when the ground is wet or 
hard, but they never complain. I use the to 
turn the pedals on my bike so I can get 
where I am going, I would even be late to 
school sometimes if it weren't for my 
tremendous legs. They also protect me 
when I fall and wear my cuts with pride.

That is why my legs are the best part of me.




